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SCRS illuminates your path to
site sustainability. Join today!
Contact us for more information:
members@myscrs.org
1 410.696.5080 x107
MySCRS.org

Illuminating Your Path
Achieve Site Sustainability

About SCRS

SCRS Membership

The Society for Clinical Research Sites is the trade organization representing
global clinical research sites. SCRS’ mission: Unify the voice of the global
clinical research site community for greater site sustainability.
Founded in 2012, SCRS has become an active partner in industry-wide
initiatives and dialogues focused on improving the clinical research
enterprise. SCRS is built on four pillars of commitment:
Advocate, Educate, Connect and Mentor.
Joining SCRS means more than simply becoming a member of an
organization of sites with similar interests. Your SCRS membership will
allow you access to the tools and resources you will need to achieve site
sustainability.

Individual Site
$997

Site Network
$5,000

annually plus $295 per network site

Site Networks are defined as a group of clinical research
sites that conduct research at multiple locations under one
organization.

Non-Profit/Hospital/Academic Center
$5,000

annually

Site in Developing Country
$300

Join Over 9,000 Sites
in 47 Countries
Committed to
Site Sustainability

annually

Individual sites are defined as an address with an Investigator
where clinical research is conducted.

annually

Emerging Site
$500

annually

Emerging sites are defined as sites with gross revenue of less
than $250,000 US in the prior year.

MySCRS.org

SCRS’ Commitment to Members
Advocate

Educate

Mentor

Connect

Members’ perspectives and
voices represented by SCRS to
regulatory agencies and industry
stakeholders

Good Clinical Practice training for
your site staff and recognized by
TransCelerate

Access SCRS’ Online
Communities, dynamic and
engaging platforms for members
that facilitate positive change
through discussion and debate
among your peers

Access SCRS’ Trial Opportunity
Platform (TOP), a hub where
sponsors and CROs provide study
opportunities to SCRS members

on behalf of the site community

Promote your commitment to site
sustainability by proudly displaying
the SCRS logo

your team for success

Gain critical insight from monthly
and featured webinars
Good Business Practices
Good Clinical Practices
Good Technology Practices
The Hidden Costs of
Conducting Clinical
Research at the Site
Inspection Readiness
Site Management Modules
Top Tier Topics

Receive critical information and
stay up-to-date with shifting trends
and practices through SCRS’
expert-driven content
Address site challenges through
exclusive thought leadership
content available in SCRS’ global
journal, InSite. The InSite journal
archive is made available to
members only

for site sustainability

MySCRSCommunity Investigators, Owners &
Directors
MySCRSHuddle - Research staff

with industry stakeholders

Maximize your site’s exposure to
leading sponsors and CROs on
SCRS’ Member Site Directory and
expand your reach
Expand your membership
experience through participation
in an SCRS Committee
Education
Membership
Public Policy
Global Site Solutions Summit
European Site Solutions Summit
Asia-Pac Site Solutions Summit
Oncology Site Solutions Summit

Engage with industry stakeholders
and drive positive results through
participation in a Site Advocacy
Group (SAG)

